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Abstract. The mesolimbic dopamine system is believed to be a key component in the processing of rewarding information
by the brain, although the precise nature of dopamine release remains unknown. Avoidance conditioning combines reward
(positive) and aversion (negative) phenomena. Here the activity of 60 neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) was
studied in freely moving rabbits during the acquisition and performance of an active avoidance. A total of 48 % of the recorded
neurons responded to the conditioned stimulus (CS). A significant predominance of excitatory responses to the (CS) was
demonstrated. Two main patterns of cell responses to the CS were identified: the reaction with short latency to the CS onset
and the instrumental movement related activity. The proportion of neurons reactive to the CS onset significantly decreased
between the initial and final stages of learning, but the proportion of movement related neurons significantly increased. Thus
our results suggest that the signaling of VTA neurons is better associated with the processes of motivated action.
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Introduction
Dopamine participates in a wide range of behavioral and
cognitive functions in the brain, including movement,
reward processing, and creativity (Flaherty, 2005). Of
the central monoamine neurotransmitters, dopamine presents the greatest challenge in terms of deducing its main
physiological role. Midbrain dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) send projections to many regions
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including the striatum and prefrontal cortex and are
together referred to as the mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic (DA) system. This system has traditionally been viewed
as a single “neural currency” of reward and this view has
numerous experimental confirmations (Berridge, 2007;
Tsai et al., 2009; Wise, 2012; Rossi, Sukharnikova, Hayrapetyan, Yang, & Yin, 2013; Steinberg et al., 2013). How
exactly the midbrain DA system is involved in the processes
of learning, and what aspects or specific links of the physwww.cogjournal.org
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iological mechanisms of reinforcement it represents are
an important focus of ongoing research (Berridge, 2007;
Ivlieva, 2010; Bromberg-Martin, Matsumoto, & Hikosaka,
2010; Steinberg & Janak, 2013).
Current hypotheses suggest that (1) DA itself
induces pleasure (Wise & Bozarth, 1985), (2) DA provides
the universal teaching signal that induces learning (Schultz,
1998; Schultz, 2013), (3) DA mediates motivation or
incentive salience (Berridge, 2007) and (4) DA energizes
behavior (Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote, 2007).
Each viewpoint is based on extensive experimental data, and it is believed that they are not mutually
exclusive. However, there are at least two main discrepancies within these explanations. First, it is paradoxical that
the activation of the same brain substratum should be both
reinforcing and drive-inducing, so hypotheses (1) and (3)
are conflicting. Second, it is hard to explain the activation
of the DA system, which is believed to be engaged in reward
processes, in response to aversive stimuli. If midbrain
dopamine neurons actually encode value-related signals,
their activity should be inhibited by aversive stimuli because
aversive stimuli have negative motivational values. However,
the results are inconsistent, with many studies showing
excitation by aversive stimuli (Anstrom & Woodward,
2005; Anstrom, Miczek, & Budygin, 2009; Brischoux et al.,
2009, Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2009; Wang & Tsien, 2011).
At the intersection of such contradictory aspects of DA
system functions is instrumental active avoidance, because
in this paradigm aversive stimulation as well as motivational
and reward processes (in the form of omission of a harmful
event) take place.
Thus, the present study recorded VTA neurons
during the acquisition of active avoidance. The study
of neuronal activity in behavior is one of the most
appropriate methods of functional specificity investigation
because of the possibility of precise spatial localization
of recorded changes with high temporal resolution and
minimal invasiveness. Previous studies have shown that
the phasic activation of midbrain dopamine neurons
strongly resembles the prediction error; that is, dopamine
neurons burst when an animal receives an unexpected
reward (Schultz, 1998). However, if the animal has learned
to associate a conditioned stimulus (CS) with a reward,
dopamine neurons burst at the presentation of the CS but
not the reward. Furthermore, if the CS is presented but
then the predicted reward is omitted, dopamine neurons
are inhibited at the approximate time at which the reward
should have been delivered. It was assumed that all of these
findings are consistent with the idea that dopamine neurons
report reward prediction errors (RPE): a positive prediction
error signal that the outcome was better than expected,
or a negative prediction error signal that the outcome
was worse than expected. It has been suggested that
such activity can in turn serve as a teaching signal in the
projection structures of the VTA (Schultz, 2013). This
assumption underlies the most influential hypothesis on
the specific role of mesencephalic dopamine in learning
processes. In many neuronal studies which consider this
idea, the obtained results were in good agreement with
the viewpoint’s basic assumptions (Satoh, Nakai, Sato, &
Kimura, 2003; Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Cohen,
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Haesler, Vong, Lowell, & Uchida, 2012; Schultz, 2013).
In most of these studies, classical conditioning procedures
were used.
Data about the relationship between DA neurons
activity and instrumental movement are rather contradictory (Schultz, Ruffieux, & Aebischer, 1983; Schultz,
1986; Nishino, Ono, Muramoto, Fukuda, & Sasaki, 1987;
Satoh et al., 2003). In electrochemical studies of food
conditioning, it was shown that DA release precedes
the onset of instrumental movement execution (Roitman,
Stuber, Phillips, Wightman, & Carelli, 2004; Puryear,
Kim, & Mizumori, 2010; Cacciapaglia, Wightman &
Carelli, 2011; Oleson, Gentry, Chioma, & Cheer, 2012).
In response to the unexpected reward omission, DA level
in the projection structures increases, and conversely, when
the rate of food supply suddenly increases, a sharp decrease
in the DA concentration is observed (Richardson & Gratton,
1996, 1998, 2008). Together, these findings contradict
the notion of the role of dopamine as a signal of RPE.
While it is widely assumed that DA neurons exhibit
homogenous reward coding across the entire population
(Schultz, 1998), studies of dopaminergic system activity
under immediate aversive stimuli exposures are also
a source of controversy. This is because a neuron’s response
to aversive events provides a crucial test of its functions
in motivational control. In these studies, conflicting
results have been obtained in anesthetized (Ungless,
Magill, & Bolam, 2004; Brischoux, Chakraborty, Brierley,
& Ungless, 2009; Brown, Henny, Bolam, & Magill, 2009)
as well as in conscious animals (Anstrom & Woodward,
2005; Anstrom, Miczek, & Budygin, 2009; Wang & Tsien,
2011). Rather contradictory are data on the location
and properties of neurons somehow reacting to aversive
stimulation in the VTA and the surrounding areas

Figure 1. Location of registration area (shaded rectangle) on atlas
section (AP 6) diagram. Abbreviations: IP, interpeduncular nucleus;
NR, nucleus rubber; SN, substantia nigra.
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(Brischoux et al., 2009; Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2009;
Lammel, Ion, Roeper, & Malenka, 2011; Valenti, Gill, &
Grace, 2012). Most histochemically identified DA neurons
are inhibited in response to fear of the CS (Mileykovskiy
& Morales, 2011). In the context of classical conditioning
based on unpleasant but not harmful stimuli, conflicting
data about the sign of the reaction were obtained (Joshua,
Adler, Mitelman, Vaadia, & Bergman, 2008; Matsumoto &
Hikosaka, 2009; Cohen et al., 2012; Wang & Tseien, 2012).
Studies of DA neurons responding during active avoidance
when an animal learns to control aversive stimuli are rare
(Mirenovizc & Schultz, 1996) and that study was carried
out under mild defensive incentives.

Method
Animals. Four adult male rabbits weighing 2.5–3.5 kg were
involved in an experiment which recorded neuronal activity in conditions of free behavior.
Surgeries. Surgical procedures were performed under
Nembutal anesthesia (sodium ethaminal, 55 mg/kg) after
a period of acclimating the animal to the experimental
apparatus for 7 to 14 days. The animal’s head was fixed
in a stereotaxic apparatus and two trepanned openings were
made in the skull without damaging the dura mater. One
opening was 2.5 mm in diameter and was either in the region
of the projection of the VTA, with coordinates of AP = 6 – 7,
L = 1–2, H = – (4 – 6) (Fig. 1; Fifkova & Marsala, 1960);
a micromanipulator holder was positioned over the first
hole. The second hole was made in the occipital region to
accommodate the indifferent electrode, which consisted
of a steel screw contacting the dura mater.

Figure 2. The activity of a neuron in the VTA of the rabbit during the omission (A) or the performance (B) of ear-twitching response to the CS.
Spike raster plot and peristimulus time histograms (100 ms bin) aligned to the CS onset illustrate different magnitudes of short excitatory
responses to the CS onset as a function of performance (presence or absence of instrumental movement). * indicates significant differences
of amplitude of neuronal responses (two-tailed Mann–Whitney test, p = .03). Vertical axis is neuronal firing rate (Hz). The green horizontal line in the histograms indicates the value of the average background discharge rate, the blue lines show twice the standard deviation.
The upward arrow indicates the moment of CS onset. The downward arrow indicates the moment of CS offset. The short dotted line under
the x-axis indicates the period of electrocutaneous stimulus.
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Figure 3. The activity of the single VTA neuron in one of the rabbits during an ear-twitching response to the CS. Spike raster plot and
peristimulus time histograms (100 ms bins) aligned to the moment of CS offset after instrumental movement execution. The short line
under the x-axis indicates instrumental movement.

Unit activity collection. During the experiment,
a micromanipulator was used to insert a microelectrode
(a tungsten wire 100 mm in diameter and coated with
viniflex lacquer, tip diameter 5–7 mm, resistance 800–2500
kΩ at 1 kHz) into the brain. A biopotential minitransmitter
was also attached to the head, and transmitted neuron
spikes to the amplification system, from which signals
were transferred to an amplitude-time spike discriminator.
Standard impulses from the discriminator output were
passed to a computer.
Behavioral procedures. Experiments involving
the recording of neuronal activity started 5 to 7 days after
surgery. Animals were trained and experiments were
performed in an electrically shielded sound-attenuated
chamber with dimensions of 60 cm × 80 cm and fitted with
an observation system for monitoring the animal’s behavior.
The defensive conditioned reaction (CR) was developed
by pairing the CS with electrocutaneous stimulation (ECS)
applied to the ear as an unconditioned stimulus (US). The
CS was switched off when the animal completed the speciesspecific ear-twitching response within seven seconds
of the start of the CS during the initial period of acquisition
of the CR, and within four seconds of the start of the CS
once the reflex had formed. When this occurred, ECS was
stopped. If the rabbit did not perform the conditioned
reflex movement, the US was presented during the last
second of the CS. The CS was a sound tone at 400 Hz; ECS
consisted of square-wave impulses of 10 ms in duration,
at frequency of 10 Hz and amplitude of 10–30 , generated
using an ES-50-1 electrostimulator. ECS was delivered
via electrodes attached to the animal’s ear; the duration
of stimulation was one second. ECS parameters did not
exceed threshold values inducing responses in the form
of twitching movements of the ear and were selected
individually in each experiment.
Russian Journal of Cognitive Science
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Statistics. Initial processing of neuronal activity
consisted of averaging the discharge frequencies over
specified periods of time; discharge frequencies were
determined at the following intervals: 1) during the single
second before presentation of the CS; 2) during the first
100 ms and one second of exposure to the CS; 3) during
the period between the end of one second of CS exposure
and the beginning of the period preceding the operant
movement (only for latent periods of movement responses
of greater than two seconds; 4) during the second
immediately preceding the movement; 5) during the second
immediately after completion of the movement; and
6) during the second after the CS was switched off. When
there was no CR to the CS, the mean discharge frequency
was determined during each second of exposure to the CS
and the poststimulus period.
Statistical analysis of data consisted of 1) calculation
and construction of peristimulus histograms of neuron
spike activity in the presence and absence of positive
behavioral responses; 2) the use of the two-tailed signs
test to establish significant (p < 0.05) changes in discharge
frequencies in response to the CS; and 3) the use
of the two-tailed Mann–Whitney test to identify significant
(p < 0.05) differences in discharge frequency and pattern
in background conditions, in responses to the CS, and
in the poststimulus period in the presence and absence
of behavioral conditioned responses. The significance
of differences in the percentage compositions of the neuron
groups identified here was determined by analysis of 2 × 2
tables. Statistical analysis of results was performed using
Statistica 6.0 for Windows.
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Character of changes in the activity of neurons
All
I.

Significant reaction to CS:

stage of generalization

stage of specialization

n

1

2

33

100 %

17

51.5 %

100 %

n

1

2

27

100.0 %

12

44.4 %

100.0 %

14

42.4 %

82.4 %*

1

3.7 %

8.3 %*

- excited

12

36.4 %

70.6 %

1

3.7 %

8.3 %

- inhibited

2

6.1 %

11.8 %

0

0%

0%

4 of 26

15.4 %

23.5 %*

10

37.0 %

83.3 %*

- excited

2

7.7 %

11.8 %

9

33.3 %

75.0 %

- inhibited

2

7.7 %

11.8 %

1

3.7 %

8.3 %

Other

2

6.1 %

11.8 %

4

14.8 %

33.3 %

No response

16

48.5 %

15

55.6 %

Reactive to the CS onset

Reactive in relation to instrumental movement

Of 27:
7

25.9 %

100 %

6

22.2 %

100 %

- excited

2

7.4 %

28.6 %

4

14.8 %

66.7 %

- inhibited

5

18.5 %

71.4 %

2

7.4 %

33.3 %

- reactive to the CS only

0

0%

7

25.9%

- reactive in the PSP only

0

0%

2

7.4 %

- reactive both to the CS and in PSP

7

25.9 %

4

14.8 %

II. Changes in PSP:

III. Interrelation of reactivity to CS and in PSP

Table 1.

The distribution of different patterns of VTA neuron activity during active avoidance in different stages of conditioning
n – number of neurons; 1 – proportion of the total number of studied neurons, 2 – proportion of the number of neurons
exhibiting significant change of firing rate; *– significant differences of indicated shares (2 × 2 table, χ2, р = .0025)

Results
Since there is no generally accepted electrophysiological
criteria that identify DA neurons and applicability of such
criteria in different experimental conditions is under debate
in the literature (Ungless & Grace, 2012), we hereby describe
all the neurons recorded in the VTA. During instrumental conditioning, the activity of 60 VTA neurons was
recorded. Statistically significant (p < 0.05) changes in the
frequency and pattern of discharge in response to the CS
were found for 29 (48 %) of the 60 VTA neurons. Evaluation of the sign of reaction to the CS revealed a statistically
significant (p < 0.01) prevalence of activation responses. So,
in 18 (62 %) of the 29 recorded cells with a firing rate modification, an increase in discharge frequency was observed
while in five (17 %) of the neurons a decrease occurred.
The activity of the VTA neurons in response to CS when
performing the instrumental movement. The most characteristic patterns of discharge during the period of CS
were defined as follows: (1) the reaction at the CS onset,
which manifests itself during the first 100 ms or the first
1000 ms of the CS; (2) a change in discharge frequency
during the period of the CS immediately before and/or
during instrumental movement; (3) an increase or decrease
of the firing rate throughout the action of the CS, and
excitatory-inhibitory or inhibitory-excitatory responses,
which together constituted a minority of recorded neurons
and were referred to as “others”.
The most numerous reaction was an excitatory
response to the onset of the CS, which was observed
in 13 eurons (45 % of the number of cells reactive to CS)
(Fig. 2), as well as the activation associated with the instruRussian Journal of Cognitive Science
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mental movement, registered in 11 cells (42 % of the number
of cells changing activity in the period of the CS and
analyzed in relation to movement) (Fig. 3).
Three of eight cells with a reaction to the CS onset,
as recorded in the presence and in the absence of instrumental responses to CS, showed significant differences
in the severity of this reaction (see Fig. 2).
In the post-stimulus period (PSP) after the instrumental movement or lack thereof, the one-second time
interval immediately following the turning off of the CS
was analyzed. Significant differences in discharge rates
compared to background activity during this period were
found in 13 of the 54 neurons (p < 0.05).
Dynamics of neuronal activity at different stages
of the conditioning. The activity of VTA neurons was recorded
at different stages of conditioning. These stages differed
in terms of the probability of instrumental responses to CS,
and in the amount of interstimulus reactions, in latent periods
of the motor responses. Two main stages were identified:
generalization, and specialization of CR.
The generalization stage was characterized by: an increase
in the number of positive behavioral responses to the CS
from 0 % to 60–80 % in different animals; large numbers
of intersignal reactions; a variable movement repertoire
in response to the CS (startle responses to switching on
of the CS, active movement in the arena, turning of the head
towards the sound source, intense twitching movements
of the head, and multiple twitching movements of the ear
lasting into the poststimulus period); and an unstable
latent period for the behavioral response. Since the instrumental movement was identical to those caused by unconditioned stimulus action, and strength of US was matched to
www.cogjournal.org
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Discussion and Conclusions

Figure 4. Redistribution of percentages of VTA neurons with
the reaction to the CS onset (light bar) and with the reaction in
connection with a defensive instrumental movement (dark bars)
at different stages of the CR acquisition (2 × 2 table, χ2 = 9.12,
р = 0.0025).

the threshold level, the development of avoidance was quite
fast, and the period before the first instrumental movement
emergence was short. The probability of performing operant
movements in response to the CS reached an average of 70 %,
though increases in positive conditioned responses at this stage
were accompanied by increases in the proportion of operant
responses during the interstimulus intervals. At the specialization stage, the proportion of adequate responses was greater
than 70 % while the proportion of intersignal responses
relative to the number of CS presentations decreased to
0–30 % and the efferent generalization of responses to the CS
was transformed into single twitching responses with a stable
latent period.
This stage has been described in greater detail
in Ivlieva and Timofeeva (2003).
A comparison of the dynamics of learning and
of neuronal activity has revealed a small decline in the
proportion of neurons reactive to CS at the stage of specialization compared with the stage of generalization of CR (see
Table 1). The acquisition of CR was sufficiently rapid, therefore
in the period before the first instrumental movements only
two neurons reactive to CS were recorded, but it should be
noted that the responses of the cells were inhibitory in nature.
At different stages of learning, there was a significant
redistribution of ratio of neurons with certain types
of reactions (2×2 table, χ2 = 9.12, р = .0025). From the initial
to the final stage of learning the proportion of neurons
reactive to the CS onset decreased significantly, while
the proportion of cells that changed activity in connection
with the instrumental movement significantly increased
(see Table 1, Fig. 4).
In the post-stimulus period (PSP), the proportion
of neurons modifying activity as compared with the background
level were equal in both stages of the conditioning. However,
as in the case of the reaction to CS, the neurons redistributed
in percentages of inhibitory and excitatory responses (see
Table 1). The ratio of activity in the period of the CS and
in the PSP also changed. In the generalization stage, no neuron
was recorded with the response restricted by only the period
of the CS, and at the stage of specialization of CR such neurons
represent the majority of the reactive cells as shown in Table
1. That is, we can talk about the transition from the more
generalized reactions to CS to the time-limited responses as
the result of instrumental reflex consolidation.
Russian Journal of Cognitive Science
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In the present study the activity of neurons in the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) is investigated during the acquisition of avoidance conditioning in a freely moving rabbits.
48 % of the neurons investigated were shown to alter their
activity in response to conditioned stimulus (CS) during
the experiment.
Mirenowicz and Schultz, during avoidance
conditioning in macaques (Mirenowicz & Schultz, 1996),
showed that only about 10 % of the presumably dopaminergic neurons recorded change their discharge rate.
This discrepancy with our data has at least three possible
explanations: firstly, these authors used tactile and gustatory
(not painful) stimuli as unconditioned stimuli; secondly,
they recorded neural activity at the stage of an automated
instrumental movement; and thirdly, they used a short CS
and the neural activity in connection with the movement
was not considered by the authors. In the present study, we
also found that at the stage of specialization, the proportion
of neurons reactive to the onset of CS decreased, and
the proportion of neurons activated before or during
of the movement increased, and thus the percentage
of neurons reactive to the CS onset at the stage of specialization in our study is actually similar to that identified
by Mirenowicz and Schultz (1996).
As was mentioned in the introduction, current
hypotheses suggest that DA neurons signaling is associated
with (1) stimuli with hedonic value (Wise & Bozarth,
1985), (2) situations when positive outcomes (rewards)
are better than expected thus signaling RPE that drives
learning (Schultz, 2013), (3) motivation or incentive
salience (Berridge, 2007) and (4) energization of behavior
(Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote, 2007).
Our results are not consistent with the hedonic
hypothesis (1), since this hypothesis predicts that DA
neurons’ activation may be strongly associated with
termination of the US as well as of CS, given that relief
from shock or avoidance of shock is pleasurable. The
activation of neurons in response to the CS onset, which
is more pronounced at the stage of generalization when
an aversiveness of stimulus is doubtless, also contradicts
the hedonic hypothesis. Finally, the preferential activation
of neurons before and during instrumental movement
in the late stage of learning (stage of specialization) does
not correspond with any pleasurable events.
According to RPE hypothesis (2), neuronal activation
should be expected primarily in sessions when the first
successful instrumental movements lead to the abolition
of the US; that is, immediately after the turning off of the CS,
which we have observed in the activity of only one neuron.
This, of course, might be due to the fact that this stage
is very short and a few specific cells recorded at this stage
showed no expected response. However, the predominance
of excitatory reactions of neurons in response to the onset
of the aversive stimulus and in the period before movement
execution is difficult to explain in terms of the RPE
hypothesis, if we do not assume that the majority of neurons
recorded are not dopaminergic.
To a greater extent, our data agree with the salience
hypothesis (3): there is a preferential activation of cells
in response to CS onset on the stage of generalization, as
www.cogjournal.org
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well as a significant decrease in the proportion of these
cells during the transition to the stage of specialization,
when, a) the skill becomes automated, and b) the number
of electric shocks is reduced, which together reduces
the significance of the stimulus. However, in light of this
hypothesis, the meaning of neuronal activation before
the instrumental movement at the stage of specialization is
not entirely clear. Nonetheless, of all experimental events
the movement becomes the most significant one.
Our data are well suited to the last hypothesis (4): in the
stage of specialization, a majority of reactive cells significantly changed, with most increasing their discharge rate
during and sometimes before the execution of the instrumental movement. Also, in the stage of generalization,
the activation responses to the CS onset were predominant
which is consistent with the traditional view that effective
stimuli for discharge responses of DA neurons should have
a trigger or releasing function for immediate behavioral
events that are important to the animal (Schultz, 1986).
This interpretation allows us to compare our results
with those obtained under other behavioral paradigms
where rewards instead of punishments were used. Similar
to the dynamics of VTA neuronal reactivity as the consolidation of a CR are the dynamics of discharge pattern
changes of a single neuron during the acquisition of delayed
instrumental food reactions described by Nishino et al.
(1987). They show that at the first trials in a situation with
delay, the neuron responded to the presentation of the CS
and to the series of motor responses, but in subsequent
trials only the response that was associated with the instrumental movement remained. Sato et al. (2003) did not find
significant modulation of neuronal activity in connection
with appetitive instrumental movement, but unlike
the behavioral task in our study, movement itself was
the simplest part of the behavioral task for the animal in that
experiment. After analyzing responses to the onset of stimuli
initiating instrumental movements the authors suggested
that the magnitude of neuronal reponse reflects the motivational properties of the CS. Applying this interpretation to
our data, we can assume that if the motivational significance of the CS as a precursor of pain decreased during
the avoidance acquisition, the decrease in the proportion
of neurons activated in response to the onset of CS should
be expected. Thus, our data confirm the assumption of Sato
and colleagues.
Also of interest is an association of the neuronal
response amplitude to CS onset with probability and intensity
of the instrumental response (Fig. 2), which confirms
the VTA involvement in the processes of sensorimotor
integration (Berrige, 2007). In support of such participation
is the rearrangement of general reactivity patterns in the
direction from the sensory to the motor aspect during
the consolidation of instrumental skills: as the instrumental
movement is becoming more important than the CS,
the response of neurons to CS decreases.
Of considerable interest are the data on the relationship
between neuronal activity in the VTA and reinforcement
in conditions of avoidance when the removal of the pain
stimulus is the reward. We found great heterogeneity
of neuronal responses in the period of poststimulus
activity which is, on the one hand, consistent with different
patterns of DA release in projection structures in aversive
Russian Journal of Cognitive Science
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situations (Budygin et al., 2012, Badrinarayan et al.,
2012), and on the other hand, requires assumptions about
the neurochemical nature of the neurons. We note here that
most of the cells inhibiting in this period (6 of 7) did not
meet the criteria of DA neurons.
Data on the change of the dopamine level in the
basic projection structures of the VTA during instrumental conditioning also showed maximum activity
of the DA system at the moment of the instrumental
movement. Studies conducted in unrestrained animals
engaged in more naturalistic motivated behaviors to obtain
rewards demonstrate that dopaminergic system activation
precedes and accompanies the instrumental movement
(Richardson & Gratton, 1996, 1998, 2008; Roitman et al.,
2004; Puryear et al., 2010; Cacciapaglia et al., 2011; Wassum,
Ostlund, & Maidment, 2012).
While it is well accepted that rewards and their CS elicit
excitation of DA neurons, it remains a topic of discussion
whether DA release plays a similar role in different aversive
situations. Our data, as well as the results of a voltammetric study of Oleson et al. (2012), extend such a pattern
of DA system activation on learned behaviors aimed at
the reduction of harm or at punishment avoidance. Moreover,
the association of decreased DA activity in aversive situations
with a behavioral arrest connected with a failure to use active
behavioral strategies or with a lack of behavioral control
(Mileykovsky & Morales, 2011; Tye et al., 2011; Oleson et al.,
2012), as well as our demonstrated dynamics of DA system
activation from response to cue onset to activation before
movement, suggests a crucial role of the DA system in the
formation of active behavioral strategies.
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Аннотация. Предполагается, что мезокортиколимбическая дофаминергическая система является ключевой структурой в процессах переработки информации о вознаграждении. Однако точная физиологическая роль активации
этой системы остается спорной. Парадигма рефлекса избегания предполагает присутствие как негативных воздействий, так и явлений вознаграждения. Поэтому мы исследовали активность нейронов вентральной области
покрышки среднего мозга свободно подвижных кроликов в процессе выработки и реализации рефлекса активного
избегания. 48 % из 60 исследованных нейронов проявили реакцию в ответ на действие условного стимула (УС). Продемонстрированы преимущественно активационные ответы клеток на УС. Идентифицированы два основных типа
реакций нейронов: коротколатентная реакция на включение УС и активация, связанная во времени с выполнением
инструментального движения. Доли клеток, проявивших реакции такого типа, значительно различались на начальной и заключительной стадиях научения: по мере формирования рефлекса существенно снизилась доля нейронов,
реагирующих на включение условного стимула и, наоборот, значительно возросла доля клеток, изменяющих активность в связи с инструментальным движением, что, по нашему мнению, говорит об участии мезокориколимбической системы в процессах побуждения к действию.
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